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is the research of possibilities of
The measuring equipment condetection of mechanical forces Abstract: The aim of this research is to research and verify pos- sists of a three-axis accelerometer
which can mechanically overload sibilities of using the accelerometer to determine mechanical MEMS LIS2DW12 [10] for detectthe high-voltage insulators.
load acting on high voltage insulator. Accelerometer measure- ing bending forces of the insulaInfluence of mechanical forc- ments were done on the outdoor post insulator C30 - 850 - II. tor, a STM ARM Cortex-M0+mies acting on high-voltage insula- The insulator was loaded multiple times with various bending crocontroller [11] and a microSD
tors has a direct effect on their du- force. Vibration induced by external forces was detected by an card for storing the measured
rability and reliability. Therefore, accelerometer. The insulator features a cable hole, which can be data. DS3234 RTC with integratoverloading of these insulators used for optical cables. The accelerometer was glued to the out- ed crystal is used to obtain time
can cause damage of insulators;
stamps. Measured 3-axis accelerside surface of insulator’s plate. The results of this research will
these damages can manifest as
ation forces are logged to SD card
be used to verify the suitability of the chosen method for decracking and failures of the insulain binary format to maximize
tecting the mechanical overload of high-voltage insulators. The
tors [2–5]. Research of mechanical
the sampling rate of the device.
results will be used in the design of a device that will serve to
stresses of high-voltage insulators
Binary encoded data is decoded
detect overload early in order to prevent damage to high-voltcan be useful in increasing of safeto CSV format using a python
age lines and increase its reliability and durability.
ty and reliability of high-voltage
script. Every measurement cycle
Keywords: high voltage insulators, bending force measuredistribution system. In real-world
is turned on and off by a butment, accelerometer, mechanical stress measurement.
scenario the usage of electronton, the device has to a LED to
ic-based measurement methods is
signalize pending measurement
difficult due to high electrical fields around these insulators, this
and the battery state. The device has 10 days battery life with
is the reason we have focused on methods that can be implementmeasurement powered on, if no pending measurement device
ed with modern optical devices such as accelerometers [6–8].
is in sleep mode when only consumes 5 µA. The device has rechargeable Lithium polymer battery, which can be charged by a
2. Methods
micro USB cable or phone charger. The device is consisting of
Insulator was placed vertically into a bending machine. The
two parts which are connected by disconnectable cable. One is
accelerometer was glued to the surface of the insulator using
the main unit, the other one is the sensor board with the only
epoxy glue (Fig. 1). Insulator under test was loaded 21 times
accelerometer which is placed to the measured insulator.
with different force and different bending rate. First, two tests
Accelerometers can be used to measure vibrations, direction
were done with 50 % of the minimum bending failing load and
and magnitude of acceleration and direction of the vector of
bending rate of 10 mm/min. Then let’s have loaded insulator
gravitation acceleration. Let’s use MEMS accelerometer LISten times with 95 % of load and same bending rate. Next three
2DW12TR from ST Microelectronics [10]. Since insulator was
tests were also done with 95 % load but with a slower bending
fixed to the ground, it was only able to measure vibrations and
rate of a 3 mm/min. Let’s have continued by increasing load
gravity acceleration. Measured vibration data were very similar
to 100 % and keep bending rate at 3 mm/min. Last three tests
to acoustic data. Most valuable data were obtained from meawere again with 3 mm/min bending rate, but the bending force
suring the angle of gravitational acceleration.

Fig. 1. Turn section of insulator C30-850-II with hole for optic cable
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Detail of single bending event (Fig. 4) shows gradual increase
in bending force until it reached chosen maximum force for a particular event. Then let’s slowly decrease bending force until the
end of bending event where we released bending force completely.

After filtration and processing of data, it was possible to
calculate the angle of bend of the insulator. The issue with this
method is that accelerometers have natural drift which may
change over time [1, 2, 9]. Also, bending of an insulator is not
100 % reversible process and there can by slight residual bend
after removing bending force. This can be seen in Fig. 2 as a
change in baseline of data.
Due to the predictable nature of measurement setup, it was
possible to filter out accelerometer offset and residual bend. For
this particular insulator, it was possible to correlate bending
force with bending angle. Due to the nature of the manufacturing process every insulator has a different ratio between
bending angle and bending force. Processed measurement data
are shown in Fig. 3 as bending force over time.

Fig. 4. Single bending event

4. Discussion and conclusions

The aim of this research was to determine the effect of
mechanical overload on the high voltage insulator. Due to the
mechanical forces between the components of the high voltage
lines, the insulator material is stressed and can be overloaded and
damaged. Early detection of insulator damage can contribute to
increasing the reliability and durability of high voltage lines and
minimize the risk of damage. The chosen method of detection of
mechanical overload by accelerometer was performed on external
insulator C30-850-II. The insulator was placed vertically in the
bending machine and was subjected to various bending forces.
Measurements were performed on several pieces of insulators to
eliminate errors due to differences between samples.
Using accelerometer, it was possible to measure the bending
angle of the insulator. This angle was directly proportional to
the bending force for this particular insulator. The different
insulator may have a different ratio between bending force and
angle; thus, it would be required to measure bending ratio for
each individual insulator. The bending ratio may be temperature-dependent and also it may change over time. This issue
would require further research.

Fig. 2. Acceleration on x axis of accelerometer over time
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Fig. 3. Bending force over time
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